In t h i s paper we report on the results of a theoretical investigation of the collective plamn-polariton spectrum i n a periodic metallic heterostructure consisting of an array of alternate metallic slabs characterized by dielectric constants and cg. A schematic illustration of t h i s system is provided in Pig. 1.
The unit ce11 of t h i s structure is r-epresented by t w slabs of different material. Such a system can be realized i n pmctice by an a r t i f i c i a l l y structured saniconductor. Highly do@ semiconductor heterostructures l i k e C,aAs/G+All-&s and InAs/GaSb, or modulation do@ structures 1il;e n-n+-n-n+. . . into the continuum a t qd -3.4. Not shown is the low l y i n g single p a r t i c l e continuum which is r e s p n s i b l e f o r t h e Landau damping of t h e surface p l a m n s .
to -( q ,~/ d ) , the two external ones). The 'cm plasmon bands tend asymptotically to wAB = ( wz+ /2+ a s qd becams large. For d~ =dg , the gap between the t c i~ bands closes and the plasmon continuum is sinply connected. In t h i s respect this continuum is similar to the one of type-II smiconductinq superlattices. These modes a r e collective excitations of the e n t i r e array and can be viewed a s superp s i t i o n s of the surface plasrnons which characterize an isolated A-B q t e r f a c e .
This can easily l x seen from Eq. (3) by taking the appropriate l i m i t s . I f one of the tm frequencies iszero,the lower band w i l l consist of acoustic plasmons and the contin.~.~.m w i l l extend between w=O ;mrl wc.ti)-(q,O) .
A s i n the familiar case of a hmgenous system this picture does not change significantly when retardation e f f e c t s a r e allowed for.
The local theory discussed above leads t o two plasmon branches f o r any given value of q. In a more appropriate non-local theory i n which the quantpn nature of the conduction electron gas is accounted for, propagating plasma waves a r e allowd,toqether~with interface plasmons i n each meta1li.c s l a b . I n t h i s case plasmn-wave-guide phenomena occw which lead t o a m c h richer spectrum a s f o r each value oE q several extra branches e x i s t whose number de-wnds u p n the geometrical situation.
Consider now the case in which the periodic array i s terminated a t the interface between an A-type slab and a seniinfinite rnedim characterized by a dielec-JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE Im(n) = 0 elsewhere. Unlike the case of semiconducting superlattices7 the surface excitations discussed here do suffer Landau damping due to their three-dimensional character .
Surface plasrîionscannot exist within the light cone and their dispersion relation is severely mdified for m l 1 values ofcq/w when retardation effects are accounted for. As d is much larger than the typical atomic distance,relativistic effects can be hprtanteven for qdQl. The lower branch in Figs. 2 and 3 is particularly interesting as the interaction with the radiation field could allow the detection of these modes by means of the usual attenuated total reflection method. Further suitable experimental procedures include resonant Raman scattering and electron enerqy loss.
A more detailed analysis of the retardation limit and of the effects of nonlocality on the dispersion relation of the surface plasmons of periodic metallic heterostructures will be reported in a forthcming publication.
